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Artwork

Acknowledgement of Country

The Indigenous artwork displayed in this strategy is titled Clarity. It was thoughtfully
created by Sarah Richards of Marrawuy Journeys, inspired by the quote “Not all
storms come to disrupt your life, some come to clear your path” – Anonymous.

AGO acknowledges the Traditional Custodians of the
lands, seas, and air in which we live, work, and train.
We pay our respects to their Elders past, present, and
emerging. We also pay our respects to the Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander men and women who have
contributed to the defence of Australia in times of peace
and war.

Sarah’s description of the artwork is provided below:
Like many, I have had events happen in my life that I did not understand at
the time but, on reflection, once the storm passed, they ended up providing
clarity and, in my personal experience, an opportunity for growth. So, for me
personally, this piece acts as a reminder that the storm will eventually pass
and to hang in there.
The concepts depicted in Clarity also apply to the data strategy of the Australian
Geospatial-Intelligence Organisation (AGO). Data is the foundation of everything
AGO does, and it is at the heart of Defence’s geospatial-intelligence (GEOINT)
capability. The AGO Data Strategy 2021–2025 provides clear direction on how
to transform the collection, curation, analysis, and delivery of GEOINT data by
2025. Although the implementation of this strategy may seem daunting and
insurmountable, this storm, too, shall pass, and will provide AGO with clarity – of
data, of vision, and of purpose.
The artwork must not be reproduced without permission.
Enquiries about the artwork and its use can be directed to
agodatastrategy@defence.gov.au

AGO strives to be an inclusive workforce built on
mutual respect and understanding of diverse people,
groups, and cultures. We show respect to Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islanders and their connection to
country. As a geospatial organisation, having a sense
of place is at the heart of all we do.
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This work is copyright. Apart from use as permitted under the
Copyright Act 1968, no part may be reproduced by any process
without prior written permission from the Department of Defence.
Artwork: Clarity, by Sarah Richards of Marrawuy Journeys,
January 2021.
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Foreword
Data is at the heart of everything AGO does. AGO’s GEOINT data and services are key enablers for
national security and Defence decision makers in Australia, and support our overseas partners and the
international maritime community. This inaugural AGO Data Strategy sets out to preserve, enrich, and
exploit that data asset into the coming decade.
As AGO strives to transform the way we collect, analyse, and disseminate GEOINT over the next five
years, we must also transform the way we govern, manage, and curate our data. The AGO Data Strategy
2021–2025 will ensure that we have the data capability to support the transformations driven by the AGO
Strategy 2025.
In response to our changing strategic environment, we will govern our data to ensure the delivery of
prioritised, interoperable, and fit-for-purpose GEOINT. We will empower our inquisitive and innovative
workforce to grow our data skills and competencies. We will identify opportunities to leverage best practice
from our stakeholders, and harness new technologies and approaches. We will aim to set the pace for our
domestic and international stakeholders and partners.
As the leader of the Defence GEOINT community, AGO must drive change and transform our data practices
and processes to provide the best possible GEOINT data and services for the defence of Australia and
its national interests, and to meet the increasing global demand for GEOINT data. Doing this in close
cooperation with our partners will be key to our success.
I believe we will achieve this because of the quality of AGO’s people and their commitment to our GEOINT mission.

Scott Dewar
Director, Australian Geospatial-Intelligence Organisation
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Purpose
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Data is at the heart of Defence’s GEOINT capability. Assured and trusted GEOINT data is integral to supporting decision-makers across AGO,
the Defence enterprise, the Australian government, and beyond. As such, AGO’s data holdings are a vital strategic national resource. The
AGO Data Strategy 2021–2025 provides the framework to achieve our vision of transforming the collection, curation, analysis, and delivery
of GEOINT data by 2025.
AGO will provide impact for the Defence enterprise, the National Intelligence Community (NIC), and domestic and international partners
through the delivery of trusted GEOINT data, products, and services. To do this, our strategic data objectives for 2021–25 are to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Strengthen GEOINT data GOVERNANCE.
Equip our PEOPLE with data skills and knowledge.
CURATE our GEOINT data.
Champion data INTEGRATION with our stakeholders.
Strengthen and build domestic and international data-sharing PARTNERSHIPS.
Continuously INNOVATE and modernise to work smarter with data.

Impact
As the leader of Defence’s GEOINT community, AGO will effectively adapt to changing data needs as well as those of its stakeholders. We
will continue to embrace and explore new capabilities and practices to improve how we collect, curate, analyse, and deliver GEOINT data.
As the demand for GEOINT continues to grow, we will enable and empower stakeholders with self-service and product-on-demand GEOINT
data, supported by a robust governance framework. We will align our data and services towards the principle of open data. We will increase
collaboration with traditional and non-traditional partners, which will provide us with greater access to data sources, capabilities, and expertise.
We will become more agile and adaptive, and will extend the value of GEOINT data in the defence of Australia and its national interests.

Scope
The AGO Data Strategy 2021–2025 is supported by the AGO Data
Strategy Implementation Plan, which provides clear direction on how
we will achieve our six strategic data objectives. These documents
were developed in line with the Defence Transformation Strategy,
Defence Data Strategy, Defence GEOINT 2030, AGO Strategy 2025,
AGO Data Governance Review 2019, and AGO Strategic Workforce
Plan 2021–2031.
Although a key component of this strategy is AGO’s leadership of the
Defence GEOINT community and our responsibilities to stakeholders,
this strategy is focused on AGO’s collection, curation, analysis, and
delivery of GEOINT data.
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1. Govern
Strengthen GEOINT data GOVERNANCE to ensure the delivery of fit-for-purpose GEOINT data.

AGO is responsible for delivering GEOINT data to a wide range of
stakeholders that include the Defence enterprise, the NIC, domestic
and international partners, and the Australian public. The demand from
stakeholders for GEOINT data continues to exceed our capacity to meet
this supply. As future Defence platforms and capabilities are realised,
this demand will increase further in both
quantity and importance. Therefore, the
need for effective governance across
the GEOINT data lifecycle is critical to
ensure that fit-for-purpose GEOINT data
is available to those who need it, when
they need it. As leaders in GEOINT
data we will work with key stakeholders
to build a robust data governance
framework to:
1.1

Identify, prioritise, and endorse GEOINT data requirements.
We will leverage the existing Defence Geospatial Requirements
Prioritisation Framework and AGO Mission Coordination Group

1.2

1.3

1.4

to establish clear processes and mechanisms for identifying,
coordinating, prioritising, and evaluating all GEOINT data
requirements from internal, domestic, and international
stakeholders.
Allow for transparent and consistent GEOINT data-related
decision-making both within AGO and externally. We will
establish methods and implement processes to measure,
review and communicate decisions, gaps, opportunities, and
responsibilities to stakeholders.
Ensure GEOINT data-related risks are understood,
addressed and managed at appropriate levels among the
community, including the whole-of-lifecycle costs of new data
and data capabilities.
Conduct a maturity assessment of AGO’s GEOINT data
and related infrastructure to inform the allocation and
prioritisation of resources to improve GEOINT data assets and
their management.

2. People
Equip our PEOPLE with the skills and knowledge to foster a culture that values data and
transforms AGO into a more data-driven organisation.
To cultivate an inquisitive and continuously improving culture, we will continue to reshape and upskill
the AGO workforce for the future data challenges. This includes empowering our current workforce,
recruiting new data experts, and establishing initiatives to cultivate a more data-driven organisation.
To support greater innovation, curiosity, and data literacy across the organisation, we will:
2.1

2.2

2.3

2.4
2.5

Develop and promote a shared data vision where our people are encouraged to find
new ways for data discovery and innovation. We will define what a data-driven culture
means to AGO, identify opportunities to showcase impactful uses of data, and celebrate
data successes.
Adapt our workforce planning to support data skills, career pathways, and specialist
roles. We will ensure AGO can recruit and retain people with knowledge and skills in critical
functions, including data management, data analytics, data engineering, and data science.
Support managers and decision-makers to effectively use data to make informed
decisions, shape requirements, and drive collection and production. We will provide
training on strategic data and business intelligence, and identify opportunities for managers
and executives to apply these skills.
Develop a data skills training continuum informed by a data capability framework,
tailored to AGO’s business and requirements.
Establish forums and initiatives to improve the integration of data producers, users,
and specialists within AGO. We will explore opportunities to host data specialists across
the AGO workforce, develop a data-skills register, and improve our awareness of internal
data-driven production methods and capabilities.
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3. Curate
Manage and CURATE our GEOINT data in a manner that is structured and standardised.

The volume and complexity of GEOINT data is increasing at an unprecedented rate. This
creates the risk that AGO and its stakeholders will be overwhelmed and unable to fully exploit
available data; however, it also presents an opportunity to deliver data-driven GEOINT
insights at a pace and fidelity not previously possible. Properly structured and standardised
GEOINT data is the most critical factor in enabling AGO and its stakeholders to realise
this opportunity. Therefore, we will manage our GEOINT data to allow our stakeholders to
discover and capitalise on the breadth of data, services, and technologies at their disposal.
We will also ensure that the enterprise management of our GEOINT data assets enables
new platforms, capabilities, and technologies. To do this we will:
3.1

3.2

3.3

Maintain and promote authoritative GEOINT data standards to enable integration
and interoperability across the Defence enterprise. We will be actively involved
in, and proactively drive, the development of Defence, domestic, international, and
maritime data standards.
Apply consistent data management practices to enable fast and secure access
to reliable, quality-assured GEOINT data, consistent with international and industry
best-practice.
Appoint data stewards to lead the management, curation, assurance, and
delivery of GEOINT data sets. Our data stewards will support the AGO workforce in
improving the management, handling and curation of our GEOINT data, and will drive
the implementation of our strategic data objectives.

4. Integrate
Champion data INTEGRATION with our stakeholders to
deliver interoperable, fit-for-purpose GEOINT data.
AGO’s GEOINT data and services must enable stakeholders with decision-making
superiority and the ability to deliver multi-domain effects. We will adapt to changing
requirements, align our goals with policies, and deliver interoperable, fit-for-purpose
GEOINT data and services. We will also change our approach to data sharing to ensure
that GEOINT data is available to more stakeholders in more places. Our default posture
will be to share GEOINT data and services as widely as possible, and we will ensure
that our processes and practices align with the principles of open data management.
To achieve this we will:
4.1

4.2

4.3
4.4

Develop and maintain an AGO data catalogue and common interface to
understand and access our GEOINT data holdings, including data, services,
and subscriptions across all systems and classifications.
Apply principles of open data management to the way we handle GEOINT
data to make it more discoverable and accessible. We will improve
mechanisms to seamlessly share GEOINT data. This will foster a culture of
openness and transparency, and will facilitate information superiority and
situational awareness.
Develop and improve stakeholder awareness and understanding of AGO’s
GEOINT data and services, and embed GEOINT into everyday business.
Deliver more GEOINT data and insights through consistent and
effective self-service and product-on-demand platforms. This will enable
data-informed decisions and the value of GEOINT data to be fully realised.
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5. Partnerships
Strengthen and build domestic and international data-sharing PARTNERSHIPS to
broaden access to diverse data sources, capabilities, and expertise.
AGO benefits from the experience
and support of our GEOINT partners.
In strengthening relationships with
domestic and international partners,
we will create efficiencies and share
our data and expertise to meet
the increasing global demand for
GEOINT. We will engage government
departments, industry, academia, and international GEOINT partners
for data expertise, production, innovation, and capability development.
To achieve this we will:
5.1

5.2

Work with partners to improve the visibility of GEOINT data
holdings across domestic and international networks. This
will help avoid duplication of production and acquisition, identify
gaps and opportunities, and facilitate reciprocal accesses to
assure our collective GEOINT advantage.
Drive and coordinate greater collaboration within Defence,
and with other public and private organisations. We will
facilitate opportunities to work alongside and learn from partners
across the Australian government, industry, and academia.

5.3

5.4

5.5

5.6

Take a deliberate and coordinated approach to how we
engage industry for GEOINT data and services. This will be
assisted by establishing the Geo Panel, developing an industry
engagement plan, and establishing a stand-alone commercial
data team to manage all in-house data acquisition.
Transform our GEOINT data acquisition model to ensure
long-term support from industry. We will develop a strategic
data acquisition plan, and will proactively plan for and source
GEOINT data to ensure our holdings are up to date, sustained,
and future-proofed.
Commit to long-term strategic partnerships with industry
and academia for GEOINT data production. This will involve
long-term development of skills and processes, and proactive
engagement with industry to build their understanding of AGO
business practices and requirements.
Manage AGO’s commitment to GEOINT data co-production
programs. This will help fortify AGO’s reputation as an
international contributor and data partner, and will enable access
to an international data warehouse.

6. Innovate
Continuously INNOVATE and modernise to improve the production,
efficiency, and resilience of GEOINT outputs by working smarter with data.
GEOINT has evolved beyond providing imagery and geospatial awareness. AGO is
now also responsible for interpreting, analysing, and visualising large, disparate, and
unstructured data types. Although we have already begun establishing innovative
practices and modernisation initiatives, these activities are inconsistent across AGO.
We will develop a coordinated focus on data innovation and modernisation to enable our
people to work smarter with data. To achieve this we will:
6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

Support a culture of innovation by engaging and implementing analytic
modernisation initiatives involving data, building a community of practice around
machine analytics, and embracing and acting on successes and failures.
Implement machine analytics into data production and workflows. We will
investigate the framework required to enable the development, deployment, and
management of machine learning-based solutions. We will pursue innovation of all
kinds and explore new technologies to enhance and modernise AGO capabilities.
Engage and leverage existing communities of practice to learn and share
data initiatives, experiences, and expertise. We will engage with domestic and
international data and GEOINT experts and stakeholders in order to generate
insights, discover new data uses, and accelerate our modernisation.
Implement business intelligence practices to understand stakeholder
requirements to shape the production and delivery of GEOINT data. We will
use corporate data to identify trends in user requirements, and understand who
accesses and uses our GEOINT data and services.
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Summary
Consistent, capable, and connected with GEOINT data.

GOVERN

PEOPLE

CURATE

Strengthen GEOINT data
GOVERNANCE to ensure the
delivery of fit-for-purpose
GEOINT data.

Equip our PEOPLE with the
skills and knowledge to foster
a culture that values data and
transforms AGO into a more datadriven organisation.

Manage and CURATE our
GEOINT data in a manner that is
structured and standardised.

INTEGRATE

PARTNERSHIPS

INNOVATE

Champion data INTEGRATION
with our stakeholders to deliver
interoperable, fit-for-purpose
GEOINT data.

Strengthen and build domestic
and international data-sharing
PARTNERSHIPS to broaden
access to diverse data sources,
capabilities, and expertise.

Continuously INNOVATE
and modernise to improve
the production, efficiency, and
resilience of GEOINT outputs by
working smarter with data.

Glossary
Data capability framework

A framework to help define and develop individual, team, or organisational data and analytical capabilities.

Data community of practice

Data novices, practitioners, stewards, leaders, and other stakeholders with an active interest in data come together to share ideas,
solve problems, connect with peers, and build capabilities.

Data curation

Actively enhancing or enriching data to increase its quality and usability.

Data governance

The principles, policies, processes, frameworks, tools, metrics, and oversight required to effectively manage data at all levels, from
creation to disposal.

Data integration and interoperability

Managing the movement and consolidation of data within and between applications and organisations.

Data lifecycle

The stages a particular unit of data goes through from planning, creation or acquisition, to maintenance, storage, usage, archiving,
and destruction.

Data literacy

The ability to derive meaningful information from data. This includes finding, evaluating, understanding, blending, preparing, interpreting,
and communicating meaning from different data types and sources.

Data management

The development, execution and supervision of plans, policies, programs and practices that deliver, control, protect and enhance the
value of data and information assets throughout their lifecycle.
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Data steward

A recognised subject matter expert designated as accountable for managing data assets on behalf of others and in the best interests
of the organisation. This involves taking an enterprise perspective to ensure the quality and effective use of data within an assigned
subject area including identifying data requirements; controlling the quality of data names, business definitions and domain values;
complying with regulatory requirements, and internal data policies and standards; applying appropriate security controls; analysing and
improving data quality; and identifying and resolving data-related issues.

Defence enterprise

All of the Groups and Services within the Department of Defence, and their associated people, functions, and outputs.

GEOINT

As defined by Defence GEOINT 2030, GEOINT refers to the collection, analysis, and dissemination of imagery and geospatial
information to describe, assess, and visually depict physical features and geographically referenced activities in the air, land, maritime,
and space domains.
GEOINT covers a spectrum of geospatial data, information and intelligence including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

activities and events
aeronautical
bathymetric
elevation and depth
geodesy
human geography
hydrographic
imagery

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

intelligence mission data
maritime
meteorological
names and boundaries
oceanographic
targeting
topographic.

Machine analytics

The process of aggregating, parsing, and visualising machine data (data generated by various types of software) and converting big
data into useful insights to monitor, improve, and optimise operations.

Stakeholders

For the purpose of this document, stakeholders are members of the domestic and international community with an active interest and/or
role in AGO GEOINT data. This includes GEOINT data owners, managers, users, producers, and consumers.

